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Education That Fuses Humanities and Sciences

reshman students take a course called “SS Scientific Literacy” in the 7th period on Mondays. The aim

of this course is to think scientifically through courses. Each class will take a different course and

our school teachers lecture those courses. As of Apr.14th and 21st, their first lectures began.

The details are as follows...

Class Subjects The title of the lecture and its details

1 Japanese “Think logically and Express your own opinion”

Learned how to write an essay with use of a textbook.

2 Geography and

History, Civics

“Learn about Mr. Minakata who devoted his entire life to studies of natural history and

folklore” Watched the DVD of the life of Kumagusu Minakata and environmental ethics.

3 English “Express your views with the English text about the scientific field”

Read the passage of Prof. Yamanaka who was awarded the Nobel Prize for the great

research on iPS cells and had an exchange of their views in groups.

4 PE “The measurement of maximal anaerobic power output on a cycle ergometer and

research the relationship between its figure and 50-m sprint”

5 Art

(Calligraphy)

“Learn about the history of Indian ink and the manufacturing process of it and

try black dyeing”

～ The scenery of each class ～

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

◆ Comments from students ◆

・I’m interested in the origin of Indian ink , the

formation of it and the soot. I learned there

are many characteristics of Indian ink

regardless of the size of its soot. I’m

impressed that the glue helped the soot in

various ways.

・I thought there was no relationship between

Class 4 Class 5 calligraphy and science. But we learned people

We will report “the lecture of local environment” in the next issue. make Indian ink in a scientific way.


